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Modeling, analysis and numerical simulation of micro-electro

mechanical systems

Micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS) are a family of devices which incorporate circuitry

and mobile elastic components on miniature scales to perform a variety of tasks. Miniatur-

ization allows for greater performance together with lower power and fabrication costs. Large

surface area to volume ratios prevalent in these tiny devices mean that the moving elastic

structures in MEMS are typically actuated by electrostatic forces. However, the elastic compo-

nents of the device may come into contact with possible destructive effects, if the electrostatic

forces acting on them are too large. This loss of a stable operational state is known as pull-in

instability and the event where the surfaces come into physical contact is called touchdown.

This event may be a hindrance to certain type of devices such as sensors while being essential

in others such as switches or pumps.

In these talks I will discuss mathematical modeling and analysis of the pull-in instability,

with particular reference to why, how, when and where this phenomena occurs. The math-

ematical framework consists of systems of nonlinear high order partial differential equations

(PDEs). The pull-in instability is manifested in these system by the loss of a stable solution
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and touchdown by a finite time singularity of these equations. Many insights can be obtained

by formulating singular perturbation problems in terms of small physical parameters coupled

with accurate adaptive numerical strategies. One of the mathematical aspects that will be em-

pathized throughout is the mathematical challenge and curious qualitative behavior associated

with high order (derivatives greater than two) PDEs.
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